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Enjoy the ultimate Fishdom experience - it's better than ever! With the new version of the game "Fishdom" playing has become even more interesting and exciting. The board game "Fishing in
Fish Caves" from Fisher-Price is very good at developing spatial thinking, the ability to navigate in space and plan your actions. Fishdom is a well-known toy that not only children but also

adults like, just like "Airport Fish" or "Running Game". The "Fisher-Park" puzzle toy will appeal to all fans of the "three in a row" genre. You can play it from an early age. Children's
constructor Fishland "Merry fish" is one of the most popular designers. Children are happy to assemble any model of five parts. Now the models can only be assembled indoors, which will give

the whole children's room charm. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles by Sylvanian Families. Evil Maggie, in order to get another portion of trouble, creates an invincible army of robots that must
destroy the plants and animals that inhabit the farm. To do this, they collect an army of ninja turtles. The turtles must defend their farm so that new generations of animals and plants can be

born. To the set of accessories for the game "Are you ready for trouble?" - a plastic frame and figures of turtles with fashionable glasses, included a colorful book "Children's Science Fiction
Adventures" for young children. With the help of this book, the kid will easily learn the basic concepts of space topics. The book contains: - 5 fantastic comics about turtles from the Black

Panther series, - 50 encyclopedic articles about the structure of the solar system, - soundtrack, - templates, - drawings, - counting sticks. The child opens up many opportunities to experience
the taste and smell of the sea. Combining originality and cuteness, this fashion game is perfect rainy day fun for the whole family. Cubes consist of two parts: transparent and opaque. In the
transparent part, next to the geometric pattern, there is a detailed instruction that tells about the structure of any organism, water space and its inhabitants, describes who inhabits it and how.
And multi-colored magnetic halves are lowered into the opaque part of the cubes, which must be placed on a cardboard surface in order to get some pattern. The game also has a magnetic

arrow, with which
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